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LARIUS GHIBLI -
Pneumatic high pressure
cleaner Hydro Clean 10:1

Inox 
        

   

Product price:  

4.067,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

Larius produces professional pneumatic industrial high pressure washers with high pressure jet in
stainless steel that exploit the water pressure for an intense cleaning.
The high pressure pumps, used with cold or hot water, are designed for any type of washing,
degreasing, disinfection and descaling: they remove adherent dirt from any type of surface and
stubborn dirt such as oil, grease and heat-resistant substances.
Atex certified are suitable for use in hazardous environments and for harsh uses.
ADVANTAGES
- Stainless steel pump and trolley structure
Meets most pressure, flow and material requirements
For use with universal open-head drums
Designed for use with cold or hot water up to 93 °C (200 °F)
Transportability of the sprayer
Possible use with two guns
Effective cleaning with water, detergents or chemical solutions
Larius airless spray cleaning solutions are used in different sectors because the high pressure jet
can remove even the most stubborn dirt, industrial grease and oily residues: very high pressure
washing of ships and removal of vegetation and sludge, cleaning of mechanical and industrial
surfaces, asphalt, concrete, solid surfaces, roofs, walls for removing mold and moss, external
cleaning of trucks, buses, buses, trams, cars and floors.
The Larius Ghibli Hydro Clean 10:1 high-pressure cleaner is supplied:
- 1 Hydro Gun
- 1 Ventilated lance
- 3 Stainless steel nozzles from 4 l/min to 80 bar, 8.4 l/min to 80 bar, 12.1 l/min to 80 bar
- Anti-pulsation antistatic tube Diam. 1/4'' connected 1/4'' GAS mt. 15
- Protective visor in polycarbonate
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Product features:  

Maximum output capacity (Lt/min): 12
Intake air (L/m): 500 - 1200
Pressure (bars): 70 Max
Inlet diameter thread type (mm/inches): 1/2'' GAS (F)
Outlet diameter thread type (mm/inches): 3/4'' GAS Cilindrico
Litre for cycle (L/cycle): 0.2
Acoustic pressure: 80 dB(A)
Length (mm): 60
Width (mm): 70
Height (mm): 995
Dry weight (Kg): 25
Version: Trolley
Type of pumping group: Piston
Compression ratio: 10 : 1
maximum water temperature (°C): 93
Tube's lenght (Mt.): 15
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